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â€œWithin my territory you are mine to protectâ€•On the run from Dr. Hershey, Selma finds herself in
an unfamiliar city, surrounded by female demons determined to break her. When the Lord Protector
of the city she has fled to comes to her rescue, she is unsure if she can trust him to help her, or if
he, too, is only out to trick her. He is big and terrifying, but Selma finds herself unable to deny her
body's craving for everything he has to offer. Fourth part of the serial Demon's Mark.Contains darkly
erotic scenes and demons who like to play rough. Not for the faint-hearted.
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Great balls of fire! Captured (Demon's Mark 4) is the fourth installment of an amazing new serial by
Nora Ash. This just gets better and better! Oh my! I was totally and completely spellbound from
beginning to end. The story is exciting, original, dark, powerful, addictive, compelling, thrilling,
riveting, arousing and sexy. The dialog is smart, well written and flows smoothly. The characters are
imaginative, fascinating and intriguing. I absolutely love it. As a child, everyone thought Selma's
strange behavior was just a result of a child's overactive imagination but as Selma grew older and
the "hallucinations" continued, her parents worried that she may be mentally ill. She was bounced

from one doctor and mental facility to another until she finally realized she must lie to everyone and
pretend she didn't see the monsters that seemed to leer at her and follow her everywhere. And for
years, she managed to hide it well until she was viciously attacked by them. Now at almost 30 years
old, she felt alone, desolate, defeated and very afraid and as a last resort, admitted herself for
treatment at Ravenswood House. Little did she know that the monsters she saw were very real and
that her new doctor, Martin Hershey was actually a monster himself and had so much more in store
for his lovely new patient than just psychiatric therapy. Now he wants her for himself! Will Selma
ever be able to escape her "demons" or will one demon be her salvation? Oh my! I couldn't turn the
pages fast enough! So deliciously dark and delightfully wicked! I loved it!

I want more please!I got the notification in my email that the next chapter in Demon's Mark was
available and I was quick to buy it...and quick to read it.Fantastic development. I totally ate it up. I'm
still hungry, Nora, and I await the next instalment with much anticipation.Also, that other story
available on here, the one knitting one? I certainly wouldn't mind more of that either. Dessert?

Finally we have book four in this series! This continues straight on from book three, after we left
Selma in the warehouse. She now has a new demon in her life, a Demon Lord, no less! However,
he has different views on "breeders", and even though he has an overwhelming attraction to Selma,
he tries to resist.. The chapter regarding him trying, and failing to resist the pull of a breeder may be
a challenging read for some people, but the author pulls it off with her usual panache. Involving and
developing story lines, deeper rounding of characters and well written steamy demony scenes
makes this a book that will be read and re-read as I await book 5.A wonderful author who knows her
stuff. Thanks Nora, keep typing. Fast!

Selma as we last saw her escaped Marathin . but she finds herself at the mercy with yet another but
this time a Lord of Demon .Kain who sees Selma and is drawn to her by unknown reasons . also
why has Marathin not found her or will he .this is part of the box set and part of the ARC collection
from RomanceARCS and in exchange for a review and man read two books today and want to read
more lol don't want to stop reading lol. and boy this will have you at the edge of your seat and
wondering what may happen next .

Amazing just as the first three books! Salma has been on the run but has found a Lord that feels
bad for her and takes her under his protection! But when they are caught by the authority Kain has

to give her up to be taken to the auction! Omg it's like once you read the first book you just can't
stop! It's that amazing! I can't wait to read book 5!!!

I love the story line but wish it were longer,and less wait for the next one. :-) I am only impatient
because I want to know what happens next!
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